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Editorial
I wish there had been time for the featured artist to have written of his movements, as he
was one of life's great travellers. Thinking of him, I can't think of another artist of African
descent, who travelled as much as him. Of mixed African, Chinese and Cuban heritage, he
was a lover of people, an investigator of culture, a true global citizen. A friend of Picasso
and Cesaire, of Breton and Neruda: he comes to me like an Ambassador for Humanity.
Here is a quote from the artist...
With regard to life, modern painting is a revolutionary activity…We need it in order to
transform the world into a more humane place where mankind can live in liberty…We must
accept these things with passion. It means that we must live imaginatively.
From Cuba, I am happy to present to you one of its trailblazing figures of creativity, a giant
of Caribbean Art, WIFREDO LAM.
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Song for Wifredo Lam
dedicated to Anne Egger, for the blessings of information;
and to my daughter Ruby aka African Princess, for the blessing that she is.

Verse of Canton and the Congo
I know your father spoke Cantonese Wifredo
What was the ancestral tongue of your mother?
As well as Cuba,
We know she had roots in the Congo.
Did her people speak Matamba?
Were they fluent in Kongo?
Southern Umbundu,
Possibly Ndongo.
Could have been Chokwe,
Perhaps Loango.
Verse of The Commonality of Cane
His people came by choice,
Her people were forced.
One indentured,
The other enslaved:
They came to cut the cane.
Verse of Ana Serafina Castilla
I know your father was a shopkeeper,
A calligrapher too.
Not much information on her What did your mother do?
Verse of Sagua La Grande
I imagine you,
Running on the cobbled streets.
In between the horse and carts,
Aware of each passing tram.
Is there a monument to you?
A school named in your honour?
There must be a street,
Called Calle Wifredo Lam.

Verse of Your Godmother
As the godmother of folk tales waved her magic wand, your godmother, Ma'Antonica,
wove stories for your pleasure: stories of Santeria. From a storybook of Africa; chapters
called Yoruba, prefaced and appendixed by the Orishas. I imagine her calling you, offering
an iced drink of sugarcane juice, saying ''Come, little treasure, sit beside me; let me tell
you of Yemoja, the Goddess of Rivers and Oceans.
Verse of Heroes
From seven and onwards when you began to draw, who was your first hero, when looking
through the art books of initial discovery?
Was it Paul Gauguin
His mementos of Tahiti?
The man of myriad talents
Leonardo da Vinci.
Was it the one called Francisco Goya?
Was it Eugene Delacroix
From the school called Romantic?
Diego Velasquez,
The portrayer naturalistic.
Was it the one called Francisco Goya?
Verse of Havana
I've heard that the Bario Chino de la Habana, is one of the largest Chinatowns in the
Americas and it was the Chinese who brought Buddhism to Cuba. Brought up as a
Catholic, I guess you must have attended at some point, La Catedral de La Habana, built
in 1900, two years before your birth.
When restlessness came visiting, during your studies at the Escuela de Bellas Artes, did
you go and sit on El Morro, looking out to sea?
Verse of Gardens and Bookshops
I see you;
Warmed by the sun,
Cocooned in green,
Sketching in the botanical gardens.
I see you,
Enthralled by the word,
Entranced by image,
Visiting each and every bookshop.

Verse of Those Who Saw
Most people, reaching twenty one, will have a party or some kind of celebration, to mark
the reaching of that age; you had your first solo exhibition, in the Fine Arts Salon of
Havana. The success of that one, led to another, in your home town of Sagua La Grande.
The grandees of Sagua La Grande, then decided to award you a grant to study in Spain.
With a letter of recommendation from the Museo Nacional de Habana, you set off for
Madrid. The officials in your home town and in the capital city saw the potential; they saw
what the world would later see.
Verse of Prado
As Aaron Douglas sketched the artistry of the Baule, the Kuba and the Fang, amongst the
other African Art, at the Brooklyn Museum, so you'd copy the work of El Greco, Bosch and
Breughel in the Prado; the works you had first seen years ago in childhood, in those art
books of black and white.
Verse of Academy
Invite from the Director,
Who was also a professor,
At the Real Academia de Bella Artes.
Fernando de Sotomayor,
His teacher and mentor,
At the Real Academia de Bella Artes.
Verse of Discovery
Could Marx counteract Machado? Spain brought political enlightenment, as well as
creative fulfilment. Could Surrealism offer a way, to help to tell the saga? He also
discovered love, marrying his girlfriend of two years, Eva Piriz.
Verse of Loss and Friendship
It takes us much less now, but once upon a time, there was a serial killer called
tuberculosis. As the Trinidadian journalist and activist Claudia Jones suffered from it – and
the English novelist George Orwell died of it, so it would take Eva and his son Wifredo
Arthur, two years after the marriage.
The double loss brought with it depression. Remedy did not come via prescribed medicine
or hospital visits; it came to him through friendship: of Anselmo Carretero and Faustino
Cordon.

Verse of Lorca and Batista
All night debates,
In the cafe on the Grand Via.
With artists and writers,
Including Frederico Lorca.
Talk of tyranny,
Of labour camps and torture.
The ridding of Machado,
The coming of Batista.
Verse of Light and Franco
To counteract the darkness,
You contributed to Athenee,
An exhibition against dictators.
An anti-fascist display,
A lament for Spain,
As well as homeland Cuba.
Verse of A Time to Read
In your time of need,
A time to read,
Reading as widely as you would travel.
Books by English and Iranians;
Books on German Expression.
When you couldn't create,
You didn't stagnate,
Reading kept your mind alive.
Books by Germans and Russians;
Books on the thoughts of revolution.
Verse of Wifredo and Uche
His poster propaganda for the Frente Popular in the Spanish Civil War, reminded me of
Ucke Okeke, who would do the same for Biafra, in the Nigerian Civil War. Two creative
spirits making their contribution, to what they believed in. The one from Cuba took it
further, by working in a weapons factory, until poisoning by the chemicals, forced him to
step aside from that work.
Verse of Convalescence
Reading of his convalescence in the mountains north of Barcelona after the poisoning,
took me straight away to Ernest Hemingway and his fictional hero Frederic Henry, in
Farewell To Arms. A paramedic, he is wounded during the First World War and
convalesces in Milan. The celebrated writer would later present us with For Whom The
Bell Tolls, based on the war that Lam fought in.

Verse of Wifredo and Manolo
When I think of early collectors of African art, I think of figures such as Paul Guillaume,
Helena Rubinstein and Jacob Epstein, but while researching for this tribute, in the Wifredo
Lam Chronology by Anne Egger, it says ''Manolo was also one of the first intellectuals to
have recognized “Negro art” and one of its first collectors. The sculptor would talk for
hours about African statuary, about the simplification of its forms, its rhythmic reach for the
essential, for an expression of essence, of the irrational... It was these discussions that
seemed to triumph over all forms of totalitarianism...'' It was Manolo (Manuel Martinez
Hugue) who befriended Lam, inspired him - and facilitated the meeting between him and
Picasso.
Verse of Joy and Love
While enjoying the artistic community of Barcelona and painting intensely, he met and fell
in love with a young German doctor, Helena Holzer. Together, they left Spain: destination
France.
Verse of 1938
This year has to be stated, has to be the title of this verse: this was the year that Lam met
Picasso. His year of metamorphosis. Not only did Picasso introduce him to African Art, but
to his friends also; Matisse, Braque, Eluard and Tzara, amongst others. Picasso gave him
Paris, but he also gave him the Ivory Coast, Cameroon and the Congo.
Verse of Satineau
Black newspapers came and went in France, but did you read La Depeche Africain? It
reappeared for a year in 1938. In a 1930 issue, the African American sculptor and educator
Augusta Savage was celebrated: I think of her as the Patron Saint of Community Art. Did
you ever meet the editor of La Depeche Africaine, Maurice Satineau, who came from
Guadaloupe?
Verse of Initiation
Where once they went to the Trocadero, now they go the Musee de l'Homme. Did
Modigliani have a guide, on his first walk through the former? Lam had one, when entering
the latter; Michel Leiris, who gave him his full initiation into African Art. It was this same
ethnographer, who introduced him to Leon Damas, one of the founding figures of
Negritude, the Francophone Pan-African Movement which was influenced by the New
Negro Movement, that gave us the Harlem Renaissance. We hear of Senghor and
Cesaire, but never hear of Paulette Nardal, the Martiniquen polymath, who was the link
between the two movements and inspired the Black Francophone writers.
But I know Lam must have been glad to have met Damas, furthering his research into his
African ancestry.

Verse of Galerie Pierre
You must have been grinning from ear to ear Wifredo,
In that June of '39,
Between the bites of cheese
And the sips of wine,
As they stepped into your exhibition at the Galerie Pierre.
Verse of MoMA
The Americans came calling in '39,
When your emotions must have touched ecstasy,
Dreamy and kind of wild.
As the man from MoMA said to you,
''We would like to purchase this one';
Choosing your 'Mother and Child'.
Verse of The Chosen One
Post-war, the poet also supported the Haitian artist, Hector Hyppolite; in 1940, he
deepened his friendship with a Cuban one. Through their burgeoning interaction, Andre
Breton chose Wifredo Lam, to illustrate his poem, Fata Morgana.
As the world began to stink,
You used pen and ink,
To illustrate his words of woe.
The world had gone awry,
Illustrated it's story,
Before it was time to go.
Verse of A Time To Go
Then it was time to go; Helena already in interment. From Paris to Bordeaux and on to
Marseilles; into the arms of Helena, newly released, then onward to Martinique. For the
first time, you sang the dirge of the refugee.
Verse of Cesaire
You came to know what Helena knew: time in internment. But you also came to know Aime
Cesaire. After release, who better to be a guide to Martinique? The great mutual respect
between you and him. He, the editor of the magazine Tropiques, lauded you in an early
issue. Breton was there also. Both you and Cesaire saw the potential of Surrealism as an
aid, in the telling of the African Saga - and its myriad chapters of colonialism and migration.
Verse of Island Itinerary
On the move again, from Martinique to Guadaloupe, to Saint Thomas, the Virgin isle that
gave us the monumental Pan-Africanist Edward Blyden. Refused permission to go to
America, you said farewell to Breton – and after eighteen years away, you returned to
homeland Cuba.

Verse of Sista Santeria
Happy to see mother and siblings, saddened by the cultural sterility. But there was solace
and support, in the gathering of old and new friends, such as Lydia Cabrera.
If you write a book about Afro-Cuba,
Dedicate a chapter to Lydia Cabrera.
If you give a lecture about the Yoruba,
Use the research of Lydia Cabrera.
If you present a workshop on the Orishas,
Use the writings of Lydia Cabrera.
If in conversation you talk of Ifa,
Reference the work of Lydia Cabrera.
If you sing a song of Santeria,
Chant a verse for Lydia Cabrera.
Verse of Roots and Culture
It was your time to dig in, deeper into your roots, to counteract everything; enforced exile,
national poverty, Batista, Nazism, the Vichy regime and the death of your beloved mother.
You found remedy and resurrection, in Santeria and Abakua, in the rituals and the
ceremonies.
Verse of The Man from MoMA
As they came to France, they came to Cuba;
This time it was the director.
Alfred Barr came and left with Satan,
Impression of the one known as Lucifer.
Verse of The First
With your on-going interaction with Surrealism through your creativity and friendships –
Picasso, Breton, Ernst, Eluard, Peret – you're invited to exhibit alongside the former, as
well as Chagall, Miro, Matisse, Duchamp and others, at the 1942 First Papers of
Surrealism Exhibition, in the Whitelaw Reid Mansion: the first exhibition of Surrealist art,
held in the United States.
Verse of Three
In 1943, you a Cuban, contributed three drawings to a book of poems by a Martiniquen,
prefaced by a Frenchman. Published in Havana in 1943, entitled Retorno al pais natal, it
was written by your friend Aime Cesaire, prefaced by another friend, Benjamin Peret. The
latter gave us the great war poem, Little Song of the Maimed.

Verse of La Jungla
A friend caused a stir in 1937,
As you did in 1943.
His was called Guernica,
Yours was named La Jungla;
In the Pierre Matisse Gallery.
Verse of Master and Mentee
Friends on the Parisian street, companions on the gallery wall, as MoMA hung La Jungla
next to Demoiselle d'Avignon: the mentor and the mentee, complimenting each other.
What an accolade for the younger artist! Seems like there were three highlights for him
that year of 1944; official celebration by his home town, marriage to Helena - and his
recent offering, placed alongside a modern classic.
Verse of Haiti
While the exhibition and political unrest was going on, you, Breton and others, went and
saw the ceremonies of Vodou.
Time of the deeper understanding of Vodun;
Firelight stories from Benin.
Engaging the beautiful character of Mawu;
Firelight stories from Togo.
The new comprehension of the Iwa;
Firelight stories from Ghana.
The global necessity of Azaka;
Firelight stories from Nigeria.
Verse of Itinerary 1946
From Haiti, back to Cuba, then on to America, where you met John Cage; onward to
France: good to see Picasso again. Italy, Germany and back to Cuba.
Verse of Acronym
1948, the year of group activism, of artistic association; the co-founding of Agrupacion de
Pintores y Escltores Cubanos in Cuba and the joining of CoBrA, founded in Paris, but
based in the cities of Copenhagen, Brussels and Amsterdam, that provided the acronym.
The pioneering South African artist, Ernest Mancoba, imprisoned by the Nazis, a resident
of Paris and Copenhagen, was also a member of CoBrA.
Verse of Art and Oil
After lithography and ceramics, you turned your hand to murals. The murals were
commissioned in Cuba, by the Esso Oil Company, as fellow modernist, the Nigerian Ben
Enwonwu, was at one time sponsored by the Shell Oil Company, for art studies in
England.

Verse of 1952
You returned to Cuba,
Coup d'etat of Batista,
New epoch of dictatorship.
Another round of repression,
Scrapping of Constitution,
Time of the army and its whip.
Verse of the Wanted Man
You couldn't stay, so you returned to Paris. Looking back Wifredo, post-war, I don't think
there was a year that you didn't exhibit, or illustrate a book, or fullfill a commission;
whether through the Surrealists, CoBrA or via some other invitation: you remained the
Wanted Man.
Verse of Itineraries
Exhibitions and travels in Italy, Venezuela, Sweden, Mexico and Cuba, in the company of
your partner, the Swedish artist Lou Laurin. But there was the other itinerary, the one that
shook the world: Castro took Santa Clara, Santiago de Cuba and finally Havana.
Verse for Albissola
West of Genoa,
There's a little seaside town,
Known as Albissola.
You went there once,
Kept going back,
For it's beauty and ceramica.
Verse for Fanon
Did you meet Fanon?
Did you read his books and plays?
Because of the Algerian War,
In Paris you couldn't stay.
So there was time in Zurich,
In Albissola too.
Were you sad at his passing?
Did you shed a tear or two?

Verse of the National Artist:1963.
Some of your European friends were there that day,
On your day of National Honour:
Wish I'd been there that day in Havana
The people gathered to celebrate change,
May the First in Revolution Plaza:
Wish I'd been there that day in Havana.
Did your heart burst Winfredo?
Amongst the activist and guerilla:
Wish I'd been there that day in Havana.
Verse of Always
After Havana, back to adopted Albissola; new child and a new house. Back to Ceramica,
the enchanted place by the sea, where clay is gold, shards are diamonds and people
conjure magic with silver fingers. Over the next twenty years, still on the go, you'd always
return there: always.
Verse for Pierre Loeb
He who gave you your first exhibition is gone:
I know you must have wept for Pierre.
He supported Picasso and Miro,
He supported you;
I know you never slept the whole night through
Let the stones of Rue Bonaparte sing his name,
Echoed by the ones on rue des Beaux-Arts.
He supported the Cubists,
The Surrealists too;
He saw significance in what was new.
Verse of War at Home and Abroad
You never asked for it
Nor would I,
But there came the Vietnam War.
King won the Nobel,
After the scenes of brutality,
That cut and pierced our core.

Verse of Prizes and Retrospectives
Solo engravings
And a joint mosiac,
Constant winner of prizes;
Then Venice, Havana and Moscow.
More exhibitions
Illustration of poems,
Time of retrospectives;
Then Amsterdam, Brussels and Stockholm.
Verse of La Porcellena de Wifredo Lam
Was La Porcellena
Your first exhibition of ceramics?
Did clay feel as good
As paint on a brush?
Did you have all the options of magic?
Verse of the Golden Stepping Stone
Vietnam ended, but the sadness at the loss of Picasso began. The one who introduced
you to the Parisian network and to the art of Africa. Did a stranger have a sweeter friend?
Did creative freedom have a better facilitator?
He told you of the Kuba
Southern Congo
He told you of the Fang
Western Cameroon
He told you of the Baule
Eastern Ivory Coast
He welcomed you with open arms, that day in 1938, when you walked into his studio. Then
he placed on the ground for you, a stepping stone of gold.
Verse of Commissions
Subject of another film,
Exhibitions of sculpture,
More time with lithography.
Engravings and commissions
They just kept on coming;
Was an artist ever so busy?
Verse of the Conquerors
Another hero of mine, Charlotte Bass, suffered a stroke; but in her retirement, she ran a
community library (with a focus on the youth) in the space in her garage. You suffered
yours in 1978, but continued to draw, engrave, mould and sculpt.

Verse of Pierre and Pompidou
La Jungla in Pompidou,
And the tribute to Pierre.
Although you couldn't be there
I know they felt you near.
Verse of Havana and Albissola
Although you loved Albissola
There began the constant call from Havana;
''Come home Wifredo,
We are waiting for you'':
So you went between the two.
Verse of Alejo Carpentier
As we get older Wifredo,
They begin to go,
One by one.
I see you,
Smiling at the thought of Alejo,
Drinking coconut water in the Cuban sun.
Verse of UNESCO
Your UN connection continued
Another invite from UNESCO.
Very happy to contribute,
To the seminar on Pablo Picasso
Verse of Acclaimed Choreography
They honoured you:
Cuba, Spain and France.
National Honours in gratitude,
For the motion of your dance.
Verse of Ashes
That wheelchair found another user,
When death came to you in Paris,
After summer in Albissola.
They spread your ashes,
Lou and Fidel Castro,
In a graveyard in homeland Cuba.

Verse of Those Who Came After
After Wifredo Lam, from Mozambique, came Malangatana; born in Cameroon, there's
Angu Walters; a native of Kenya, Pascal Chuma.
Verse of Possible Preference
I wonder whose ceramic art you'd prefer Wifredo?
The bowls of Baba Wague Diakite of Mali.
Or those from the one of Sudan,
Ibrahim el-Salahi.
Verse of Legacy
In the art of your homeland,
Santeria continues to echo.
Through Santiago Olazabal
And Marta Maria Bravo.
The End
Sources: Wifred Lam Chronology by Anne Egger, translated by Unity Woodman.
Infinite Island: Contemporary Caribbean Art edited by Tumelo Mosaka

Lam and Picasso

I can't do anything without an almost absolute control of my consciousness. When I paint, I
am like a combat weapon.
Wifredo Lam

